Making Things Appear &
Disappear Class
Instructor Manual
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Invisible Ball Trick
Effect: An invisible ball magically appears in a paper lunch bag. I.e. it is heard to drop into the bag.
Props: 1 lunch bag per person.
Secret: Snap your fingers while holding the bag. This sounds like you’re catching a ball! If you don’t know
how to snap, you can jostle or flick the back of the bag.
Performance: Hold the bag in one hand, opened up. “I have an invisible red ball” (hold up other hand, as
though holding an invisible ball). Hand it to someone in the audience. “Would you throw it up in the air,
please.” (When he throws it, look way up, as though he threw it real high. Run around trying to position
yourself under it. Then snap the bag, as you watch the invisible ball go in.) “Wow, that’s quite an arm you’ve
got. (To a different spectator:) Would you throw it up.” (Same thing as before, only act as if it was thrown
even a little higher this time. Your hat falls off this time, if you’re wearing one, as you’re running around trying
to get under it. Catch it again.)
“Alright, each of you take a ball. (Throw a ball out to everyone, pulling them out from the bag.) Now when I
say ‘now’, toss your ball gently into the bag. Do not throw the ball until I call for it. Because last time,…(snap
the bag, as though someone threw it prematurely)”. Stop suddenly, look in the bag, and pull out the invisible
ball. Look at 1 kid (someone with a good sense of humor), approach him and say “Sir, I asked you not to throw
the ball until I call for it. (Look to the audience) You know, you stand here explaining the rules, and---(snap, a
ball comes in again. Look to the same guy again) Ah, sir. Perhaps you didn’t hear me. I asked you not to
throw the ball until I call for it. (To the audience) I don’t understand this, I’m standing here---(snap. Look at the
same guy, start to approach him to ball him out again, when—snap, another ball comes in from the other side of
the audience. Look over there) Hey, who is throwing those balls? (snap…snap. Now they’re coming from all
sides) Hey, stop throwing those balls. No. No! (End of the trick).
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Goodnight George
Effect: George (a rubber band) goes to sleep (into your fist) at your command.
Props: 1 rubber band per person.
Presentation: “This is my friend, George. (show first with rubber band sticking out) It’s time for him to go to
sleep. Can everyone say “Goodnight, George”. (When they say this, he goes into your fist.)
Step by Step Teaching:
o Hold out your hand like you are shaking hands.
o Put rubber band on tip of your pinky.
o Stretch it (the rubber band) up.
o Close your hand in a fist.
o Press down with your thumb (on top of the rubber band sticking out of your fist). See Figure 1.
o Be sure audience cannot see it on your pinky. Why don’t you want it like this? (rubber band
visible to audience on pinky. The kids say, ‘Because they’ll see it.’) See Figure 2-back view.
o What do you say?” Have them go thru the 3 lines above.
o When they say “goodnight George”, you lift your thumb just a little, so they can hardly see it, &
he goes in—all by himself.
Teaching Points:
o Go thru it step by step 2x. The first, you explain it. The second, say “when I give each of you a
rubber band, what do you do?” Run thru the steps again with them saying them, to be sure they
have it. (With older ones this 2nd run thru may be unnecessary. But if you have younger ones, it
usually helps.)
o When you pass out the rubber bands, tell the kids to get it in the good night George position
(ready position). This keeps them together for the all together run through. Point out: Bob’s got
it, Sara has it, etc., praising those who already have it.
o Young ones may have trouble keeping the rubber band on the tip of the pinky; consequently, the
loop is visible on their fist. This is ok, if they get the trick otherwise. They can cup their other
hand around their fist to hide the rubber band. But just being able to do the trick for them is a
success.
o Encourage them to name their rubber bands.
o Make sure they have the audience say “Goodnite George”, rather than saying it themselves. This
gets the audience more involved.

Figure 1 Audience View
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Figure 2 Magician’s View
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Bye Bye Blackbirds
Effect: A rubber band disappears, then reappears on your fingers, to a rhyme. The magicians can use their
magic cases for this trick.
Props: 2 rubber bands for each person.
Secret: You switch fingers, making rubber band seem to disappear and reappear.
Preparation: Open your magic case so the open top forms a wall between you and the audience. The top of the
wall makes a nice place to rest your fingers & perform this trick.
Performance: (Put a rubber band on your 2 first fingers, on the finger nail. Double or triple it, if need be, so
it’s fairly snug. Clench each hand in a fist with first finger protruding, rubber band visible.) Here’s the patter &
what you do:
o “Two little blackbirds (hold up hands) sitting on a hill (rest first fingers on edge of your case).
o One named Jack & one named Jill. (1 at a time, lift each first finger to show each rubber band, then
return to table edge. Lift a hand when you say “one”, & return it to case when you say “Jack” or “Jill”).
o Fly Away Jack. Fly away Jill. (each rubber band disappears. As you say “fly away”, you raise your
hand, and when you say “Jack” or “Jill”, it’s down on the case edge again. Unknown to the audience,
you switch fingers, to the middle finger, making it appear that the rubber band has vanished.)
o Come back Jack, come back Jill.” (switch back, making rubber bands re-appear)
Teaching Points:
• Keep hands BELOW the case edge, so only finger tips are protruding above the ledge. This makes it
less apparent that when you switch fingers.
• All together: Consider having them do it 2-3x without rubber bands. Get the rhyme & finger
movements down, then add the rubber bands. You may need to help some double loop them so they stay
on.
• You can also tear off bits of paper & wet them, & stick them to the finger nails in the absence of rubber
bands. But bands are easier.
• You can use a table edge if the case is not available. The case makes for a nice stand-up, show
presentation.
• Make a big movement of your arms to cover the small movement of switching fingers. The audience
will follow the big arm movement and miss the small finger switching movement.

Audience only sees fingertips, and cannot tell when you switch fingers.
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Coloring Booklet
Effect: Magician shows a booklet of blank pages. The audience says some magic words and the booklet
becomes colored in by magic!
Props: Magic coloring booklet.
Secret: The bottom of the cover of the booklet has a O in 1 corner and a + in the other corner. (See photo.) If
you put your thumb on the O and flip it, it shows empty pages. However, if you put your thumb on the + and
flip it, it shows colored pages! Every other page is cut on the corners, causing only a different half of the pages
to show when you flip at each corner.
Presentation: “How many of you like to color? I brought my coloring book with me. Have any of the pages
been colored? (Flip through, showing blank.) Can everyone say “Abra-Kid-Abra”. Now, all the pages are
colored in! (Flip through, showing blank. You’re looking at the audience & don’t see this.) Every single page
is all colored in. That was a pretty good trick, wasn’t it? (You want someone to say they are not colored.)
What’s that? Of course they’re colored in. (Flip through again showing again, showing blank.) I just showed
you that every page---(you notice they’re not colored) Hmm. I didn’t realize you were going to watch that
closely! I think we need to say the magic words a little louder. (Abra-kid-Abra!! Now show all colored) You
did it! You colored them by magic! Give yourselves a round of applause!”
Tip: Don’t make it obvious that you are flipping first one corner, then the other. Here is 1 idea. Show the book
blank. Take you hand that flipped the pages away for a moment to wiggle your fingers over the book (or
gesture, or do something). Then, when the kids say the magic words, flip from the other corner. This way, it
won’t be apparent that you switched corners.
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Hole in the Head Trick (Coin Behind Neck)
Effect: You put a coin behind your neck, in your
collar, and it comes through your neck and out
your mouth!
Props: A coin
Secret: Show the coin, displayed at the right
fingertips. As both hands go behind your head to
supposedly put the coin in your collar behind your
neck, you secrete it in the left elbow, which is
bent, holding the coin in place. The hands act like
they’re stuffing the coin in your collar. Bring
both hands out in front, holding palms facing the
audience, hands held at shoulder height, to show
your hands empty. Put left thumb nail under your
upper front teeth. Count 1-2-3. On 3, extend
your left arm, popping up the coin, and catch it.
Practice to make it look as though the coin
popped out of your mouth!
Presentation: “My friend used to ask me if I have
a hole in my head. One day, I found out that I do!
Let me show you what I mean. If I take this coin
and put it back here behind my head, on the count
of 3, it will come through my head and out my
mouth. Do you believe that? Watch. 1…2…3!”
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Seven Penny Trick
Effect: You count 7 pennies into a spectator’s hand, then “pull” one through the back of spectator’s hand,
leaving spectator with only 6. This can be done 2-3x in a row.
Props: 7 pennies.
Secret: You don’t put in the 6th penny. The rhythm and sound prevent the spectator from realizing that.
Presentation: Ask spectator to hold out her left hand. Put 7 pennies in your left hand, and hold it flat, palm up,
next to hers, pennies spread out on your left hand. First walk through the motions so spectator learns what they
are to do. Explain that you’re going to count pennies onto his hand, and start doing so, picking up each one
with right thumb and first finger, and placing them in spectator’s palm. Set each coin you count onto the
previous one, so each one clinks. Count 1-2-3-4-5-6. “On 7, I will dump the last coin in. (Do so, just turning
over your left hand so the 7th penny falls into spectator’s palm.) Close your hand quickly because I will try to
get one of them out before you close your hand. Got it? OK, let’s try it.”
Put the pennies back in your left hand, and start counting. The rhythm for each is steady. When you get to 6,
clink it—i.e. touch its edge to penny #5 so it clinks—but keep it between your right thumb & first finger. Then
dump #7 with the left hand. Spectator, knowing #7’s dump will be coming, will be focusing on catching it.
Note that when you pick up each penny between the right thumb & first finger, the penny is barely visible, as
the 2 fingers cover up most of it.
When spectator closes her hand after coin #7, your right hand goes underneath spectator’s closed fist and
extracts a penny. Have spectator open up and count. You can repeat this 1 or 2 more times if you wish.
Teaching Points:
• Maintain a steady rhythm for all the coins. #6’s & #7’s rhythm should be the same as all the others.
• As you count, tap your coin’s edge (not head or tale side) on the coin it goes onto so the sound is
same for all.
• This is more of a close-up trick than a stage trick.

Magician & spectator hold out their left hands side by
side. In this photo, the magician is counting coin #2
into the spectator’s hand.
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Coin Paddle (Coin Production Routine)
Effect: Magician keeps producing coins on a paddle & pocketing the coins. Then he produces a bunch at once!
Props: Paddle, 11 pennies, scotch tape, & a Ziploc bag to store the coins in.
Preparation: Make a circle out of a small piece of tape, affix it to the back of a penny, & stick the penny to the
paddle. Put 10 coins in your left pocket (or case if you don’t have a pocket).
Secret/Mechanics: Utilizing the “paddle move”, you can apparently show both sides
of the paddle blank, when actually 1 side has a coin. To teach it, break it into steps:
1. Hold paddle between thumb & 1st finger. Practice twiddling---rubbing thumb &
1st finger together, causing paddle to flip sides. Go back & forth 10x til it’s natural.
2. Hold paddle with palm up. Turn wrist over, as though looking at your watch,
showing the other side of the paddle. Then turn wrist back. Practice this 10x
until looks like a natural—not awkward--way to show both sides of the paddle.
3. Combine the 2. Show 1 side of the paddle blank. Turn your wrist over to show
the other side & as you do, twiddle it, showing the other side blank. Turn your
wrist back, showing other side (blank) again. Practice this until it’s natural.
To perform, produce 3 coins. Each time you dump the coin, supposedly, into the left
fist, which pretends to put it in your pocket. After you do this on the 2nd coin, when
the left hand goes into the pocket (or case if you don’t have pockets) to supposedly
ditch the coin, it grabs a handful of coins and comes back out, hanging casually at
your side, hand naturally cupped (not in a fist). Right hand produces the 3rd coin
with the paddle, and shoves paddle into left fist. Paddle handle now points up.
Open left fist & let a shower of coins fall to the table!

Turn your wrist as
though looking at your
watch, & twiddle.

Presentation: “Have you ever heard of a divining rod that lets you know when you come to water? This is a
divining paddle and it lets me know when it finds money. (Casually show both sides blank.) Let’s see if there
is any here today. (Put it behind someone’s ear & produce a coin.) Ah, here’s one. Do you always carry money
behind your ear? (Pretend to put it in your pocket, leaving blank side of paddle up.) I notice you have one
behind your ear as well! (Put 2nd coin, supposedly in pocket, coming out secretly with handful.) Can you
cough. (Make 3rd coin appear.) Thank you. (Push paddle in your left hand.) Do you know what I want to do
when I really want money? I say Abra-Kid-Abra and I get a bunch!
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Trick Knee (Rope Through Leg)
Effect: The magician pulls a rope right through his leg!
Props: 1 piece of rope per person, approximately 3’ long.
Performance: (Tie the ends of a rope in a square knot, so you have a rope circle. Put your thumbs in the circle
& pull them in opposite directions sideways, pulling the rope taut. It should be approximately shoulder width,
give or take a little.) “Did you know that I have a trick knee? Let me show you. If I take this rope, put it
behind my leg (do so, thumbs pulling it taut), & pull, it comes right through. It hurts a little, but not much.”
Secret: The rope goes around your leg quickly. Rope is behind your leg, held by the thumbs, which are
pointing up.
• Bring thumbs close together in front of your leg.
• Put right first finger in left thumb’s loop. Curl right first finger to get a grip on the loop, so it doesn’t
come out of first finger’s grip.
• Remove R. thumb from loop. Now just L thumb (pointing up) & R first finger (pointing down, curled
around rope) are in the loop.
• Pull hands apart, L hand to left, R hand to the right, quickly. Rope quickly comes around your leg, and
stretches taut.
• Slip R thumb into the loop as you slide R 1st finger out. The effect is that you have pulled the rope thru
your leg. You started & ended the pull with both thumbs pointing upward at each end of the loop.
Teaching Points:
• This is a good trick to teach because even most young ones can master it fairly quickly & feel a sense of
accomplishment.
• In Step 4, all together, do the hand movements without the rope, then introduce the rope.
• Be sure they pull the hands sideways. Some try to pull the hands forward, which doesn’t work.
• If they need help, consider guiding their hands to show them how to do it properly.
• Make sure they take it slowly when learning. Some try to do it real fast & lose control.

Starting Position

Just prior to pulling rope thru leg. Right 1 st finger goes in left
loop, & right thumb slips out of its loop. Now pull right 1 st
finger to right, & left thumb to left, to seemingly pull rope thru
your leg!
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Sailor’s Ghost (Rope Trick)
Effect: A nautical ghost mysteriously ties a knot in a rope.
Props: One 3’ piece of rope.
Setup: Tie a single overhand knot a couple inches from the end of the rope. Cover this with your right hand,
which holds the rope, so the rope appears to be an ordinary, unprepared length of rope.
Mechanics: Hold the rope in your right hand, concealing the knot. Left hand grabs the other end and places it
between right thumb & first finger, so both ends are held in right hand. Lift the right hand up & let the end held
between thumb & first finger drop. Do this 2x. The 3rd time, drop the knotted end, making it appear that a knot
appeared in the end of the rope. To the spectator, all 3 drops look the same. To you, the first 2 were the same,
but the third time you drop the other end.
Performance: “Did you know that this room is haunted by a ghost? That’s right. And not just any ghost. It’s
the ghost of an old sailor. And legend has it that when the wind is just right, if you cast the rope in the air, the
ghost will tie a knot.” (As described above, drop the right hand drops the unknotted end 2x. The 3 rd time, drop
the knotted end.)
Teaching Points:
• The action of throwing down 1 end of the rope should look the same when the knot doesn’t appear as
when it appears. Practice several times to get this looking the same.
• An alternate method that’s more challenging, you might show to older kids. Instead of the left hand
placing the end in the right hand, you don’t use your left hand. The right hand tosses the end without the
knot up in the air 2x. The 3rd time, right hand grabs the unknotted end and immediately lets go of the
knotted end. The effect is that you cast the rope in the air & the 3 rd time you got a knot. Be careful that
they don’t let go of the knotted end until they have caught the unknotted end. Shoot for 3x, but if they
miss it, it might be the 4th or 5th that the knot appears.
Idea: Tie a slip knot. Then, at end, put your fist over it and (as you subtly pull) the knot disappears!

Audience view at beginning

Magician’s view
Abra-Kid-Abra©2013
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Impossible Knot
(Tying a Knot Without Letting Go of the Ends)
Effect: Magician ties a knot in a rope, without letting go of the ends.
Props: One 3’ piece of rope.
Setup: A rope is lying on the table.
Performance: “For years, people have attempted to tie a knot in the rope without letting go of the ends—
without success. Would anyone here like to try it? (If so, get a person up to try it. If not, move on.) Believe it
or not, I am going to attempt to tie a knot without letting go of the ends. Do you think this can be done?” (You
do it!)
Secret: Fold your arms. One hand is atop your folded arms, & 1 is below. Pick up 1 end of the rope with each
hand. Uncross your arms & a single overhand knot will be tied!
Teaching Points:
• 1 hand must be atop the folded arms, & 1 below, otherwise it won’t work.
• The rope can be set on the floor. A U-shape (with ends of the U toward the magician) makes it
easier to grab the ends.

Folded arms with 1 hand above & 1 hand below folded
arms. Each hand grabs an end. Unfold your arms, & a
knot gets tied!
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Mystical Tube (Knot in Tube)
Effect: Magician ties a knot in a rope, puts the knot
into a tube, and when the rope comes out of the tube,
the knot is gone.
Props: 3’ piece of rope, sheet of card stock, and rubber
band.
Secret: You tie a knot around the tube. When you
drop the end of the rope into the tube, unknown to the
audience, this undoes the knot!
Preparation: Roll the paper into an 8.5” long tube, and
place a rubber band in the middle to hold it in a tube.
Mechanics: Tie an overhand knot in the rope around
the middle of the tube. Grab 1 of the ends of the rope
and drop it into the end it’s pointing toward. Pull the
end all the way through the tube so it comes out the
other end. Then dump the knot in the end of the tube,
coming behind the end of the rope you just dumped in.
Now, an end of the rope should be protruding from
each end of the tube. Hold an end in each hand and
pull the rope fairly taut. Grab the tube (letting go 1 end
of the rope to do this) and slide it off 1 end of the rope,
revealing that the knot has disappeared!
Presentation: “Did you know that a little man lives in
this tube who loves to eat knots? Let me show you. If
we tie a knot around this tube and put it into the tube,
you can’t see it because he is so small, but he eats the
knot. Do you believe that? Let me show you. (Slide
tube off the rope.) The knot is gone!”
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Jack in the Box
Effect: You ask a spectator to cut the cards into 4 roughly equal piles, putting them side by side in a row on the
table. You then ask the spectator to pick up each pile (one at a time), deal 3 cards from the top to the bottom of
the pile, then to deal a card onto each of the other piles—in any order they want to deal them. After the
spectator has done this with each of the 4 piles, you turn over the top card of each pile. All are jacks, except the
last one. You goofed! But wait a minute. What’s the name of this trick, you ask. Jack in the Box. You ask the
spectator to look in the card box, where he finds the last jack!
Props: Deck of cards (& its card box)
Secret/Mechanics: 1 jack is left in the card box at the beginning. The other 3 jacks start atop the deck. By
following the above instructions, the top cards of 3 of the piles are the 3 jacks. Note which pile contains the 4
jacks, and have the spectator do the above procedure with that pile LAST.
When turning over the top cards, turn over the one from the pile that housed the jacks LAST, as it will be the
non-jack.
There is an easy & a harder way to get 1 jack in the card box. The easy way is to start with 1 jack in the box.
The other 3 jacks, in advance, you’ve put atop the deck. Come out holding the deck in 1 hand on top of the
case, which is held in the other. Just casually drop the case to the side on the table, not calling attention to it
and start the trick. Be sure the flap is toward you, so the audience can’t see the card in it.
The challenge way is to, in advance, put 4 jacks atop the deck & have the deck in the card case. As you pull the
cards out, 1 jack is left behind in the case. To do this, position the box so the flap is on the top. The deck,
inside the box, should be face down. The 4 jacks are on top. Before you come out, pull the cards out of the
case a little, separate the top card, put the flesh of your left thumb between the top card & 2 nd card, and slide the
cards back in the case. Your thumb retains what’s called a “break”. Come out and the right hand slides the
cards out of the case—all except the top card, which the left thumb prevents from coming out. Drop the box
casually to the side (flap away from audience so they can’t see in the box). Proceed with the trick.
Presentation: It should be self explanatory. Here are a couple notes.
• Mention Jack in the box at the beginning. E.g. “When I was little, my favorite toy was a jack in the box,
so I named this trick Jack in the Box after it.”
• “People don’t trust me when I shuffle the cards, so I’m going to have you mix them up for me. Cut the
deck about in half. Good. Cut this one in half again. And cut that one in half. Very good. (Keep tract
of which packet has the Jacks.) Now to really mix them, we’re going to perform a Mississippi shuffle. I
learned it from an old riverboat gambler. Pick up the pile, deal 3 cards to the empty space where the pile
was. Then deal a card onto each pile. Then drop the packet you’re holding down where it was, on top
of the 3 cards… Wouldn’t it be amazing, after all that shuffling, if I was able to get a Jack on top of 1 of
the piles. Turn it over. (Jack.) Of course, I didn’t want to take any chances. Turn over the top card of
the other piles.
• With each pile, when spectator deals a card onto each of the 3 other piles, play up spectator’s free
choice. I.e. “Are you sure you want to deal them in that order?”
Teaching Points: Ask the kids which pile the jacks are in—so they follow that.
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Eyes in the Back of My Head Card Trick
Effect: A spectator selects a card which is replaced in the deck. You put the deck behind your back, and claim
that while the cards are behind you, you will find the chosen card and reverse it in the center. You then bring
the cards out in front of you, spread them out, and show you have done just that!
Props: Deck of cards
Secret: Secretly reverse the bottom card (of the face down deck). When the spectator shows her card to the
audience, you casually turn the deck upside down. The audience won’t know this, as they see that the top card
is face down, as it should be. When the spectator’s card is replaced face down in the center, it is actually the
only 1 reversed in the center! All that remains is to reverse the card on top, which is done when the cards are
behind your back.
Preparation: Reverse the bottom card of the deck. Hold the deck face down in dealing position in your left
hand. All the cards are face down, except the bottom one, which you’ve secretly turned face up.
Presentation: “My mother has eyes in the back of her head, and she knows what I’m doing, even if I’m behind
her. I have inherited this ability as well, and I’d like to show you. Can you pick a card, please. (Spread cards
from hand to hand face down. Don’t spread far enough for audience to see the reversed bottom card. Square up
the deck after she picks one.) Show it around to everyone so I can’t see it. (Turn away from the audience. As
you do, your left hand casually flips the cards over, so that now the top card is face down & all the others are
face up. Take spectator’s card, holding it face down, & place it into the middle of the deck, flush with the rest.)
Now, I will place the cards behind my back and look for your card. Ah Ha, I found it! (Turn top card over so it
now faces the same direction as the rest of the cards. Bring the face up deck in front of you.) Very good
choice. Not only did I find it, but I took the liberty of reversing it in the deck. (As you say this, spread cards
from hand to hand, or on table, face up until 1 card becomes visible in the center face down.) What was your
card? (They name it. Show that that is the card.) Thank you. It’s nice having eyes in the back of your head!”
Challenge Version:
• There is no pre-set up. The deck can be shuffled. Have spectator select a card & show it to the
audience.
• Explain that you will put the cards behind your back (do so) & try to find her card behind your back.
When you put them behind your back, reverse the bottom card & turn the deck upside down, as above.
Result: Top card is face down. All the others are face up. The spectator thinks all cards are face down,
like they normally are.
• While holding the deck behind your back, turn sideways to the spectator. Have her insert her card face
down in the middle of the deck. Mention that you do this behind your back so you can’t see anything.
• Turn around to face the spectator & audience. Flip the top card upside down—the same way as the rest
of the deck. Bring the deck out from behind your back. Spread cards to show that all are face up except
1—the chosen card!
• Note: This version is a little stronger. You don’t have to go behind your back after the spectator has
inserted the card, because the cards are already back there. It also entails doing a little more behind your
back—which makes it a little more challenging.
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Chinese Letter Card Trick
Effect: You display a piece of paper with a prediction, which you’ll reveal shortly. A spectator selects a card
and shows it to the audience—the A♠. You say that you knew he would pick that one—in fact that what is on
the prediction! You turn the paper around and it is a Chinese letter. Oh, I’m sorry, I didn’t realize you don’t
read Chinese, you explain. If you did, you’d see that it says A♠. Here, let me make it easy for you . You fold
the paper and it shows—in English-- A♠!
Props: Deck of cards and paper with Chinese letter.
Secret: Although it seems like the spectator has a free choice, you force him to select the A♠ using the cross cut
force.
1. Start with the A♠ atop the deck.
2. Ask spectator to cut the cards. (Spectator lifts off approximately half and sets this stack on the table.
Photo #1)
3. Say you’ll mark his cut. Pick up the bottom half and set it perpendicular on the top half (Photo #2).
4. Hold up the prediction paper (back toward audience). Call attention to it, distracting attention from the
deck. Mention that you have a prediction, and that you’ll set it right here. They should make sure you
don’t tamper with it!
5. Come back to the deck. Lift the top half off and offer the spectator the card he cut to—the top card of
the lower half. It’s the A♠--the original top card—even though it seems like it’s the one that was cut to!
Preparation:
1. Set the paper on the table (photo #3). Fold the paper in half, right edge coming over to the left edge (so
it’s now 4.25 x 11), Chinese letter inside.
2. Pull right edge back toward the right until the 2 pair of arrows meet. Make 2 nd vertical fold there. The
result is 2 folds, putting the paper in an S shape. When folded, it shows A♠. (Photo #4)
Presentation: “Do you play cards? Would you cut the deck any place you like. Any particular reason you cut it
at that spot? I’ll mark your cut. Over here I have a prediction. I’ll set it on the table in full view so you can be
sure I don’t tamper with it. Keep 1 eye on the prediction, 1 eye on me, and 1 eye on the cards.
Would you take the card that you cut to and show it around so everyone can see it. Which card did you cut to?
The A♠. And you remember that earlier I showed a prediction. Sure enough, that is exactly the card I
predicted! (Show Chinese letter.) You do read Chinese? No? Oh, I’m sorry. If you did, you know this says
A♠. Here, let me make it easy for you.” (Fold to show A♠.)

Photo 1. Spectator cuts
the deck.

Photo 2. Magician
marks his cut. (Original
top card is atop lower
half.)

Photo 3. Paper with
Chinese letter.

Photo 4. When folded,
shows A♠.
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One Card Trick (extra)
Effect: A playing card vanishes, then
reappears from your empty hand!
Props: Playing card
Secret: The card goes in the back of
your hand. Magicians call this “backpalming”.
Mechanics:
1. Hold the card between R thumb
& fingers (photo 1)
2. Curl middle 2 fingers behind the
card. 1st & 4th fingers straddle
the edge of the card. (photo 2)
3. Open fingers, squeezing them
together. Hand appears empty
(photo 3). Card is behind your
fingers (photo 4—back view).
As you do 2 & 3, wave the hand
up, then down to help hide these
mechanics. It should look like
you show a card and with a wave
of the hand, it vanishes. With
lots of practice, you’ll get it so
the corners don’t stick through
the fingers. This trick should be
done at least 10 feet back from
the audience. It is not designed
to do right next to someone.
4. To produce the card, wave the
hand up and down. Under cover
of this bigger movement, make a
smaller movement: Fingers curl.
Thumb grips the face of the card.
Fingers open, displaying card
between fingers and thumb!
Tips: It is best to use a bridge size card
(which the decks we give out are) rather
than a poker size deck, which is a little
wider.
Show this at beginning of camp and
suggest that kids practice it all week. By
the end of the week, hopefully some will
have mastered it.
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Hole in the Head Trick (Coin Behind Neck)
Effect: You put a coin behind your neck, in your
collar, and it comes through your neck and out
your mouth!
Props: A coin
Secret: Show the coin, displayed at the right
fingertips. As both hands go behind your head to
supposedly put the coin in your collar behind your
neck, you secrete it in the left elbow, which is
bent, holding the coin in place. The hands act like
they’re stuffing the coin in your collar. Bring
both hands out in front, holding palms facing the
audience, hands held at shoulder height, to show
your hands empty. Put left thumb nail under your
upper front teeth. Count 1-2-3. On 3, extend
your left arm, popping up the coin, and catch it.
Practice to make it look as though the coin
popped out of your mouth!
Presentation: “My friend used to ask me if I have
a hole in my head. One day, I found out that I do!
Let me show you what I mean. If I take this coin
and put it back here behind my head, on the count
of 3, it will come through my head and out my
mouth. Do you believe that? Watch. 1…2…3!”
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Seven Penny Trick
Effect: You count 7 pennies into a spectator’s hand, then “pull” one through the back of spectator’s hand,
leaving spectator with only 6. This can be done 2-3x in a row.
Props: 7 pennies.
Secret: You don’t put in the 6th penny. The rhythm and sound prevent the spectator from realizing that.
Presentation: Ask spectator to hold out her left hand. Put 7 pennies in your left hand, and hold it flat, palm up,
next to hers, pennies spread out on your left hand. First walk through the motions so spectator learns what they
are to do. Explain that you’re going to count pennies onto his hand, and start doing so, picking up each one
with right thumb and first finger, and placing them in spectator’s palm. Set each coin you count onto the
previous one, so each one clinks. Count 1-2-3-4-5-6. “On 7, I will dump the last coin in. (Do so, just turning
over your left hand so the 7th penny falls into spectator’s palm.) Close your hand quickly because I will try to
get one of them out before you close your hand. Got it? OK, let’s try it.”
Put the pennies back in your left hand, and start counting. The rhythm for each is steady. When you get to 6,
clink it—i.e. touch its edge to penny #5 so it clinks—but keep it between your right thumb & first finger. Then
dump #7 with the left hand. Spectator, knowing #7’s dump will be coming, will be focusing on catching it.
Note that when you pick up each penny between the right thumb & first finger, the penny is barely visible, as
the 2 fingers cover up most of it.
When spectator closes her hand after coin #7, your right hand goes underneath spectator’s closed fist and
extracts a penny. Have spectator open up and count. You can repeat this 1 or 2 more times if you wish.
Teaching Points:
• Maintain a steady rhythm for all the coins. #6’s & #7’s rhythm should be the same as all the others.
• As you count, tap your coin’s edge (not head or tale side) on the coin it goes onto so the sound is
same for all.
• This is more of a close-up trick than a stage trick.

Magician & spectator hold out their left hands side by
side. In this photo, the magician is counting coin #2
into the spectator’s hand.
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Coin Paddle (Coin Production Routine)
Effect: Magician keeps producing coins on a paddle & pocketing the coins. Then he produces a bunch at once!
Props: Paddle, 11 pennies, scotch tape, & a Ziploc bag to store the coins in.
Preparation: Make a circle out of a small piece of tape, affix it to the back of a penny, & stick the penny to the
paddle. Put 10 coins in your left pocket (or case if you don’t have a pocket).
Secret/Mechanics: Utilizing the “paddle move”, you can apparently show both sides
of the paddle blank, when actually 1 side has a coin. To teach it, break it into steps:
4. Hold paddle between thumb & 1st finger. Practice twiddling---rubbing thumb &
1st finger together, causing paddle to flip sides. Go back & forth 10x til it’s natural.
5. Hold paddle with palm up. Turn wrist over, as though looking at your watch,
showing the other side of the paddle. Then turn wrist back. Practice this 10x
until looks like a natural—not awkward--way to show both sides of the paddle.
6. Combine the 2. Show 1 side of the paddle blank. Turn your wrist over to show
the other side & as you do, twiddle it, showing the other side blank. Turn your
wrist back, showing other side (blank) again. Practice this until it’s natural.
To perform, produce 3 coins. Each time you dump the coin, supposedly, into the left
fist, which pretends to put it in your pocket. After you do this on the 2 nd coin, when
the left hand goes into the pocket (or case if you don’t have pockets) to supposedly
ditch the coin, it grabs a handful of coins and comes back out, hanging casually at
your side, hand naturally cupped (not in a fist). Right hand produces the 3 rd coin
with the paddle, and shoves paddle into left fist. Paddle handle now points up.
Open left fist & let a shower of coins fall to the table!

Turn your wrist as
though looking at your
watch, & twiddle.

Presentation: “Have you ever heard of a divining rod that lets you know when you come to water? This is a
divining paddle and it lets me know when it finds money. (Casually show both sides blank.) Let’s see if there
is any here today. (Put it behind someone’s ear & produce a coin.) Ah, here’s one. Do you always carry money
behind your ear? (Pretend to put it in your pocket, leaving blank side of paddle up.) I notice you have one
behind your ear as well! (Put 2nd coin, supposedly in pocket, coming out secretly with handful.) Can you
cough. (Make 3rd coin appear.) Thank you. (Push paddle in your left hand.) Do you know what I want to do
when I really want money? I say Abra-Kid-Abra and I get a bunch!
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Magic by Committee
Effect: You put a coin on your outstretched palm and covers it with a bandana. Several spectators feel under
the bandana, verifying that the coin is still there. You then show the coin has vanished!
Props: Bandana and a quarter. (Alternatively, you can use a towel and/or any small object.) You’ll also need
an audience of, preferably, at least 3 people (although 2 is doable).
Secret: The last person to feel the coin underneath the bandana is a confederate who secretly takes the coin!
You arrange for this person to do so in advance.
Presentation: “I have here an ordinary coin. Would you like to examine it? (Reach out, offering it to a
spectator. As she reaches to take it & look it over, pull it back.) Thank you very much.
(Hold your left hand palm up, flat, and set the coin on it.) I cover the coin with this bandana. (Do so.) Now
some of you many think that, being a magician, that I have already ditched it. But I assure you that is not the
case. Sir, can you reach under the bandana & let me know if you feel the coin. (yes) You do. Good. How
about you? (to a second person) (yes) Good. And just to be sure, do you (to a 3rd person—your confederate)
feel it under there? (yes—she secretly takes it) Very good.
We say the magic words, Abra-Kid-Abra. Would you (pointing to 1 of the spectators, not your confederate) lift
up bandana. And the coin disappears!” (Show everyone that the coin has vanished!)
Tips:
• Have spectators feel underneath the cloth, not through the cloth. Why? The confederate must feel
underneath to grab it, and you don’t want him to look any different than the others.
• After the confederate has taken it, talk for a moment or two (e.g. have the audience say some magic
words), then whisk it away, showing it has vanished. This puts some time misdirection in between the
move and showing it has vanished.
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Coin in Cup
Effect: Spectator holds a coin through a bandana and drops it into a cup of water. The coin disappears!
Props: Clear plastic cup, bandana, gold plastic coin (or quarter), and quarter-sized clear plastic disc
Secret: Spectator thinks she is holding a coin, but actually she is holding a plastic disc. When she drops it into
the cup of water, the disc settles against the bottom of the cup and is not visible.
Handling:
• Starting Position: Cup filled halfway with water on table. Bandana on table. Disc in right pants pocket,
coin in left pants pocket. If you don’t have pockets, put coin & disc in your briefcase.
• Show cup of water. Have spectator hold it.
• Show bandana and drape it over the cup. Center of it should be over mouth of the cup.
• Reach in your pockets looking for a coin. Ask if anyone has a quarter you can borrow. Right hand
finger palms disc. (Photo 1) If spectator has a quarter, use it. If not, pull out the coin in your left pocket
and hold it with right thumb, 1st & 2nd fingers--concealing the disc in right finger palm (photo 2).
• Left hand lifts up the bandana as right hand goes underneath it, near the middle, palm up.
• Left hand, through the bandana, grabs the plastic disc, and asks spectator to hold it through the bandana,
The disc should be right above the cup. (Spectator thinks she is holding the quarter.) Photo 3.
• Right hand drops grabs the corner of the bandana nearest you, in preparation to whisk it away. This
gives it a reason to be closed, concealing the finger palmed quarter.
• Tell spectator--on 3--to drop the coin in the cup. 1-2-3! If it made a clink (as usual), ask if the spectator
heard it fall in the cup. Right hand whisks the bandana away to show the coin has vanished.
• You can reproduce the coin in your pocket. Just set the bandana in your briefcase, reach in your pants
pocket with right hand & come out with the quarter!
Finger Palm: The coin rests at
the base of the 2nd & 3rd
fingers. The hand is held
naturally at the side, slightly
cupped, arm dangling casually.

disc

disc
Notes:
• How to get water in all the cups if your classroom has no sink? Fill a large cup with water & pour a
little into each cup. Or send some older kids to put water in all the cups. Or take all the kids to the
bathroom to fill their cups ¼ full. Or don’t use water.
• Suggest that kids use a real quarter when they get home.
• Have kids store coin & disc in Ziploc bag so it doesn’t get lost in their case.
Presentation: “I brought with me a cup of water. Would you hold it, please. Don’t drink it! We will drape this
bandana over the cup. Does anyone have a quarter I can borrow? Thank you. I’ll put it under the bandana and
just so there can be no funny business, I would like you to hold the quarter over the glass. Do you have it?
Good. On the count of 3, I’d like you to drop the quarter into the cup. Ready? 1-2-3! Did you hear it fall in?
(Yes) There is only 1 problem. The coin (whisk away the hank) has disappeared! Sometimes when it vanishes,
it reappears in my pocket. Thanks very much!”
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Bandana Bonanza (Continuous Coin Production)
Effect: Magician produces numerous coins under a bandana, climaxing with a jumbo coin!
Props: Bandana, 2 plastic gold coins, and a jumbo coin.
Secret: The magician produces the same 2 coins over & over, though it seems like she is producing many.
Teaching Sequence:
1. The Finger Palm. Hold the coin in the right hand at the base of the 2 nd & 3rd fingers. The hand is
slightly cupped in a natural position.
a. Try finger palming a coin in first 1 hand, then the other, then both at the same time.
b. With a coin finger palmed in both hands, hold the bandana at the top corners, 1 with each hand,
& show the bandana on both sides. This casually shows both the bandana & your hands empty!
2. Basic move of producing a coin. Finger palm 1 coin in the left hand. Show the bandana on both sides.
Drape it over the left hand, so the left hand is underneath the bandana, in the middle of it. With the
right thumb & 1st finger, grab the coin thru the bandana; then the left hand flips the bandana off the left
hand and over the right, revealing the coin. Do this a few times until you have it down smoothly.
3. Continuous coin production. Start with a coin finger palmed in each hand. Show the bandana on both
sides. Drape the hank over the left hand. Right hand thumb & 1st finger grasp the coin in the left hand
through the hank; then left hand flips the hank over the right hand, revealing the coin. Left hand takes
the coin & pretends to put it in left pocket (or case, if you don’t have a pocket), but actually finger
palms it as it comes back out, where it grabs the right hand’s coin through the hank with left thumb &
first finger. Right hand flips the hank over the left hand, revealing a 2 nd coin. Continue producing
coins in the right & left hand in this manner 10x to practice it.
4. Add big coin production as the finale. The big coin is in your left pant pocket (or your case if you
don’t have pockets). After you’ve produced several coins, when the left hand puts a coin in it s pocket
that was just produced, you leave it there, & grab the big coin in a loose fist. Your left hand comes out
of the pocket & its thumb & 1st finger grab the right hand’s coin through the hank, as right hand flips
the hank over the left hand to reveal another coin (and providing cover under the hank for the jumbo
coin). Right hand leaves coin in pocket, comes out, grabs jumbo coin through the hank. Left hand
flips over the hank, revealing the jumbo coin for your grand finale to this routine!
Presentation: “I’ve begun carrying a bandana lately. Do you know why? If I put it over my hand, for some
reason a coin appears. If I put it in my pocket, another one appears. I put that in my pocket, and I get another
one. I wish all of this would stop, but I can’t stop making money appear! My dad likes this trick but he says
these coins are too small. So sometimes I produce some big money!”
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Bronco Bunny
Effect: You show a 3 piece puzzle (figure 3 below) with 2 “bronco” bunnies & a magician. The challenge is to
position the pieces so the 2 magicians are riding the 2 Bronco bunnies. No bending or cutting the pieces.
Props: 1 card with the 3 pictures (see front & back of the card in figures 1 & 2 below). The back side of the
card has some fun facts.
Secret: See figure 4 below. You use the front end of 1 bunny and the back end of the other to create the bronco
bunny the magician rides.
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Suction Gag
Effect: In this gag, a spectator lifts up their coffee cup to take a drink. To their surprise, the saucer sticks to the
cup!
Props/Secret: Put a double suction cup between the bottom of the cup & the saucer. Wet each cup slightly.
Pull on the cup to make sure it sticks. Sit back & watch the fun when the spectator lifts up the cup!
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Double Trouble Ropes (Sawing a Person in Half) Extra
Effect: Two ropes are pulled through a person from the audience.
Props: Two ropes, each approx 7’ long, & 1 rubber band. . NOTE: Don’t give a pair to each student. Teach this
as a show trick, & have a pair of ropes for the whole class, & for each group of 4 to practice, but not to keep.
Secret: The 2 ropes are doubled. When knotted in a certain way, they appear to penetrate.

Preparation: Double 2 ropes (as in above diagram). Rubber band the 2 loops together, slipping rubber band
around the the 2 loops. It looks like you have 2 straight pieces of rope. Actually you have 2 U-shaped pieces.
(If you tug on them, they’d come loose & the rubber band goes flying.) Hang the ropes over the back of a chair,
the back of the chair concealing the knot.
Presentation: “May I borrow an assistant from the audience. (Assistant comes up. Introduce yourself, shake
hands.) I notice that some of you seem a bit skeptical. You say, ‘If you are really a magician, let’s see you saw
a person in half.’ So, Bob, I appreciate your bravery and you volunteering to assist me in this demonstration.
To saw you in half, we will use 2 razor sharp pieces of rope. (Pick up ropes from back of chair. Hold them
where the rubber band is, naturally concealing it. Hold up the ropes to show them.) May I get 2 helpers to help
hold the ropes. (Shake hands, introduce yourself. Put 1 helper on either side of your assistant, making a row of
3 people, each facing the audience. Give each helper a pair of ends, passing the rope behind the assistant.) Just
hold these loosely. I’ll tell you when to pull. Would each of you hand me 1 of your ropes. We’ll tie a knot
around my assistant and give the rope back to each of you to hold. (Taking 1 piece of rope from each of them—
doesn’t matter which--tie a single overhand knot, then give the ends back to each assistant, so they’re each
holding 2 ends again.) On the count of 3 pull, and we will attempt to pass these ropes right through your body.
Is your life insurance paid up? Just curious. Are you ready? 1-2-3 days ago I was doing this trick The rope
passed thru the boy, his upper body fell to the floor, and we are now visiting him in the hospital…in rooms 303
and 304. 1-2-Are you sure you want me to do this? (Yes) OK. 1-2-you’re not scared or anything, are you?
(No) 1-2-Are you sure you want me to go thru with this? (Yes) 3! (When they pull, the ropes both wind up in
front of the assistant, apparently having come “through” the assistant.)
How do you feel? Take a bow. A round of applause for them. Don’t move around much for a couple days.”
Teaching Points:
• Get students in groups of 4 to practice: magician, assistant, & 2 people to hold the ends. Switch
roles within the groups as you try it again.
• The rubber band should be loose enough that when helpers pull the rope, it comes off. Yet tight
enough that it won’t come loose as the knot is being tied.
• Build up the danger/drama of this trick.
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Astounding Coin (Shoe Vanish) –extra
Effect: A coin disappears when the magician gives it to the spectator. The coin reappears under the spectator’s
shoe.
Props: 1 coin (or washer) per person.
Presentation: “I have a coin here and---(“accidentally” drop the coin. As you go to pick it up, slide it under
your shoe. Come up, pretending to hold the coin, then pretend to place it in your other hand) Can you hold
onto it please. (give to spectator—there’s nothing there) Where did you put it? (Move spectator around a little,
guiding him so his foot winds up atop the coin.) Wait a minute. Lift up your foot. There it is. You were
standing on it!”
Teaching Points:
• “Accidentally” drop the coin nearby. Step so your foot is a few inches behind the coin.
• When you shove the coin beneath your shoe, look at the audience, not at your shoe. The audience looks
where you look.
• Why do you pretend to put it in your other hand before giving it to the spectator? To put a little time in
between when you shoved it under your shoe & when you give it to the spectator, so they’re less likely
to remember that you went near your shoe.
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Spoon Routine (extra)
Effect: Magician tells & demonstrates how he saw a guy do 4 odd things with a spoon.
Props: 1 spoon (and a table & chair)
4 Spoon Tricks:
• Making the spoon stick to your hand. Hold the back of your right hand facing the audience with
your right thumb pointing up. Left hand grasps the right wrist. Left 1 st finger rests on right palm
(unknown to audience). The left hand’s other 3 fingers & thumb encircle the right wrist. The spoon
is held against the right palm, going up & down, held in place by the left 1 st finger.
First, hold spoon in place with right thumb, which is visible to the audience. Then, lift thumb up &
to the audience, it appears the spoon sticks to your hand by magic. (They think all the left fingers
are encircling the right wrist.)
•

Bending the Spoon. The spoon appears to bend in half, then bend back to normal. It doesn’t really
bend. Hold spoon where the bowl joins the shaft with the left hand, 1st & 2nd fingers on top, thumb
on bottom. Bottom of bowl is against the table. Right fist encircles the top of the spoon, thumb
pointing up. Right fist pivots forward, appearing to bend the spoon. But in actuality, the spoon
doesn’t come with it, as the shaft of the spoon slips out of the right hand as it pivots forward. When
pivoted forward, you can let go with the left hand and tap the bowl of the spoon on the table a few
times, emphasizing it’s being bent. To straighten out the spoon, reverse these moves. Left fingers &
thumb grab above the bowl & right fist pivots back, then opens, revealing spoon is back as good as
new.

•

Balancing the Bowl of the Spoon on Your Nose, Causing it to Hang Upside down from Your Nose!
As you bring the spoon up to your nose, as it passes your mouth, unobtrusively breath on the bowl to
moisten it. Adjust the spoon with both hands & hang it on your nose. It takes practicing many times
til you get the knack. When you have it right, lean back a little & let go with your hands.

•

Eating the Spoon. Hold the spoon between your 2 palms with hands resting on or just above the
table. Close the fingers, forming a wall between the spoon & the audience. Raise your hands to feed
the spoon into your mouth. Then remember you need some salt. Bring spoon back near the table,
holding it with your left hand as right hand sprinkles a little salt on it (imaginary salt if there isn’t
salt available). Repeat the above. Bring hands briefly to edge of the table and unnoticeably drop the
spoon in your lap. Be sure your knees are together so the spoon doesn’t fall on the floor & clank.
Immediately raise the hands to spoon eating position, then pretend to eat the spoon. Later, when
they aren’t looking, you can remove it from your lap & slip it onto the table.

Patter: “A few nights ago I was in a restaurant, and saw a guy across the room do some very odd things with
his spoon. First he made it stick to his hand like this. Then he seemed to bend the spoon. But it may have been
my imagination because at the end it was all back to normal. Then, I thought I saw him hang the spoon on his
nose. I couldn’t believe he did that, I would never do something like that! Finally, took the spoon in his
hands—no wait, first he put some salt on it. Then he took the spoon—and ate it!”
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Melodrama (extra)
Effect: Using a napkin, magician acts out a comical mini melodrama with 3 characters. This is not a trick, but
rather just amusement.
Props: Bandana (or napkin)
Preparation: Write “The End” if using a napkin.
Mechanics: Accordian pleat a napkin so “The End” gets folded in the middle (see diagram). You can hold it
as a ribbon in your hair to represent the heroin. You can hold it as a bowtie at your neck to represent the hero.
Or you can hold it as a mustache to represent the villain.

Presentation:
(Accordian pleat a napkin.) This is a story with 3 characters. First, our heroin, Paula Purebread. Next is
Dirty Dan, the Villain. Finally, we have David Dogood, our hero! Our story happens back in the early
1900’s. Paula Purebread is about to be evicted from her house on a blizzardly winter night by that dastardly
villain, Dirty Dan.
Paula: (In a high pitched voice) Oh…I can’t pay the rent!
Dirty Dan: (low pitched snarl): But you must pay the rent!
Paula: But I can’t pay the rent.
Dirty Dan: But you must pay the rent.
Paula: But I can’t pay the rent.
Dirty Dan: You must pay the rent!
David Dogood: I’ll pay the rent!
Paula: My hero.
Dirty Dan: Curses! Foiled Again.
The end. (As you say this, hold the pleated napkin horizontally at eye level with both hands. Drop the
napkin so it unrolls, forming a curtain between you and the audience that says, visible to the audience, “The
End”.)
Teaching Points:
Obviously, if you’re doing this with a cloth napkin, do not write “The End” on the napkin!
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Bouncing Dinner Roll (extra)
Effect: Magician comments that the dinner rolls seem hard. She taps a roll against the table, and it makes a
knocking noise, as though it’s hard. She then throws it on the floor and it bounces back up!
Props: 1 dinner roll. When teaching, you can use something non perishable—e.g. a crumpled sheet of paper or
napkin, or a juggling ball. (The kids do not get a juggling ball to keep.)
Presentation: Pick up a dinner roll with your right hand. Remark that it seems a little hard. Left hand rests in
your lap casually. Knock the roll on the table 2-3 times. As you do, the left fist knocks the table from beneath.
They hear the (apparently hard) roll knocking, but it’s actually your left fist beneath the table!
Then you apparently bounce the roll off the floor. Pull your chair back a little. Left hand rests palm up near
your left knee, ready to catch the roll. Left hand is blocked from the audience by the table. Right hand throws
the roll down toward the floor. Left hand catches it. Then right foot stomps the floor (supposedly the roll
bouncing off the floor). Left hand wrist tosses roll up, as though it bounced off the floor. Right hand catches it.
This all takes just a second or so. It should look and sound like the roll bounces off the floor. Practice to get
the timing down.

Right hand tosses the roll toward
the floor. Unknown to your
audience across the table, your left
hand is on your lap, waiting
secretly to catch the roll and toss it
back up.

Left hand catches the roll. Then you
Stomp your foot on the ground to
simulate the sound of the roll
bouncing on the floor. Then…

Your left hand tosses the roll up.
With practice, it will seem like you
bounced the roll on the floor and it
bounced back up!
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Phantom Card Trick (Art Project) (extra)
Effect: You show a spread of 5 cards (photo 1), ask a spectator to remember one, and cover them with a
bandana. You pull a card out from under the bandana, asking if it is their card. (photo 2) No. You try again,
pulling out a 2nd card. Wrong again. Which card was it, you ask. When the spectator names his card, you show
that all the remaining cards under the bandana have disappeared!
Props: For each child: 1 bandana (use the one from the hank tricks), and a kid scissors. For each table: 1 glue
stick, 1 deck of cards, & 1 card chart. Each child will use 7 cards. One deck serves up to 7 kids.
Secret: Although it looks like there are 5 cards, 4 of them are glued together as 1 card. (photo 3) There are
really 2 cards: 1 with 4 on the front in a spread & 1 on the back, & 1 double faced card (2 cards are glued back
to back). You guess the 2 cards on the back. When you discard these 2, there is nothing left under the bandana!
To Make This Up: You need 7 cards to make up a set. Use the chart below.
•
•
•
•

Divide the students in groups of 7—ideally, 1 group per table (or 3-4 kids/table).
Assign each child in the group a number 1-7. Set on each table 1 card chart, 1 deck, 1 glue stick, & a
kids scissors for each child. Have each child find their designated 7 cards from the chart.
Each child arranges the cards per the chart’s instructions. #1 of 4, 2 of 4, 3 of 4, & 4 of 4 (in that order)
make up the gimmicked 4 card. Back of 4 gets glued to the back of the 4 card. The 2 double face cards
get glued back to back to each other.
To make the 4 card: a) overlay the 4 cards face up as in photo 3 (though in that photo they are cut). B)
glue stick the cards so they stay spread in place. C) Turn face down and cut along the edge of the top
card (when they’re face down—the 7 in the photo). The result: 1 card that, from the front, looks like a
spread of 4 cards. D) Glue a card onto the back of the 4 card, as designated in the chart, facing out. E)
Glue stick the 2 double face cards to each other, back to back, resulting in a double faced card.

Presentation: Come out showing a spread of 5 cards, holding them at the bottom. (Alternatively you can have
thumb on bottom and fingers on top.) “Did you know that I have psychic abilities? Let me demonstrate. Can
you remember 1 of these cards, but don’t tell me which. Do you have 1 in mind? I will place them under this
bandana. (Turn them around, unnoticeably beneath the hank.) Was your card the 6 of clubs? (pull it out,
facing audience) (Spectator says no. Put 6 in your box, or pocket. Don’t let them see the other side of the 6!)
Sometimes it takes me a couple tries. Was it the…10 clubs? (Spec says no, put it in your box or pocket. Keep
1 hand under the hank and hold fingers open so it looks like there are still some cards under there.) Oh.
Alright, which card were you thinking of? (spectator names it) It couldn’t have been, do you know why?
Because there are no more cards left in the bandana! (show bandana has nothing else in it).
Teaching Points:
• As an alternative to the bandana, the cards can be tossed in a hat (or bowl), which is shown empty at the end.
• If they (errantly) say yes, you guessed their card right, say good because there were no more cards left (or
only 1 more card left to guess—if that’s the case).
Magician

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

#2
of
4
2♦
2♥
2♣
2♠
9♦
9♣
9♠

#4
of
4
3♥
3♦
3♠
3♣
10♥
J♦
10♣

Double
face

Double
face

Back
of 4

4♦
4♥
4♣
4♠
9♥
Q♥
10♠

5♦
5♥
5♣
5♠
10♦
Q♦
J♣

6♥
6♦
6♠
6♣
Q♣
K♥
J♠

#1
of
4
7♦
7♥
7♣
7♠
K♠
K♦
K♣

#3
of
4
8♥
8♦
8♠
8♣
A♦
A♠
A♥
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Puzzlers for Appear-Disappear Camp (extra) p.1
1.

Can you say these
3 times in a row?

2. Can you say these
3 times in a row?

• Cheap ship trips
• A critical cricket
critic
• Eleven benevolent
elephants
• Unique New York
• Does the
wristwatch
shop shut soon?
Abra-Kid-Abra© 2013 1217

5. 6 Cups
Set 6 cups in a row. 3
at one end have water,
and 3 at the other end
are empty. Challenge:
Can you in 1 move,
make it so every other
cup has water?

Abra-Kid-Abra© 2013 1134

9. Ben’s Mother

• Fast Frank fries
frankfurters and
french fries

Can you recite the
alphabet backwards?

4. Pear Trick

Can you make a pear
disappear?

• A regal rural ruler
• I thought I thought
of
thinking of thanking
you

Abra-Kid-Abra© 2013 1245
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6. Lifting Your Left
Foot
Tell someone you can make
it so he cannot lift his left foot
off the ground for more than
2 seconds! Have him stand
with the right side of his right
foot, right shoulder & head all
flush against the wall. Ask
him to lift his left foot for 3
seconds. He can’t!
Optional ending: Show that
you can! Stand in a door
jamb with your right foot,
shoulder & head against the
jamb. Your secret assistant
outside grabs your belt,
enabling you to lift your left
foot! The assistant slips
away.

10. Coin Puzzle
Abra-Kid-Abra©
2013 1179

Show a penny,
nickel, and dime on
your palm.
“Ben’s Mother has 3
children”, you
explain. “The first
one is named
‘Diamond Jim’ (push
the dime forward).
The second is named
‘Nicole’ (push the
nickel forward).
What is the third
one’s name? (Point to
the penny.)”

3. Reciting the Alphabet
Backward

7. 5 Cups
Set 5 cups in a row. The
middle 3 have water, the
end 2 are empty.
Challenge: In 1 move,
can you make it so every
other cup has water?

Abra-Kid-Abra© 2013 1133
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Solutions 1-10A

4. Write “PEAR”. Add
to the front “DISAP”

Abra-Kid-Abra© 2013 1114

Set a cup of water on
the table. Bet that you
can walk out of the
room and cause the
water to be gone before
you walk back in. No
one else will touch the
cup.
How can you do this?

3. Turn around & recite
the alphabet A-Z

Put 6 pennies as above.
Can you make it so there
are 4 going across and 4
up & down? No adding
or removing coins.

8. Invisible Drinker

Solutions 1-10B
9.

Ben

10. Put the bottom coin
on top of the coin at
the intersection of the
row and column.

5. Pour water from cup
2 into cup 4.
7. Drink the water from
the middle cup!
8. Crawl back in the
room and drink it!
Abra-Kid-Abra© 2013
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Puzzlers for Appear-Disappear Camp (C)
p.2
11. Off the Ladder
Bob fell off a 20 foot
ladder onto a
concrete floor, but
didn't get hurt. How
is this?
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12. Turnover Cups
Start with 3 cups in a
row. The end two are
mouth up and the
middle one is mouth
down. The challenge:
To get them all mouth
down in 3 moves. A
move consists of
turning over (any) 2
cups. You demonstrate
being able to get them
all mouth down in 3
moves. Turn the
middle cup over &
invite the spectator to
try. He can’t!

13. Tear Paper in 3

14. A Royal Question
A reporter asked the
ruler: "King are you
sorry you are King?"

Start with a strip of paper
with 2 tears running
halfway down the paper
(above). Holding an upper
corner in each hand, can
you pull the paper apart into
3 pieces so you are left
holding 1 piece in each
hand, and the middle piece
falls to the floor?
Abra-Kid-Abra© 2013 1186

1) What's unusual about
his question?
2) What is it called?

Abra-Kid-Abra© 2013 1236
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15. So Fast

16. Cutting Cards

I know a guy who
is so fast, that he
can walk into his
room, turn off the
light, and be in the
bed before it is
dark! The bed is
15 feet from his
door. The light
switch is on the
wall by the door.
How can he
possibly do this?

I’ll bet that you
can cut the cards
anywhere you
like, and I can tell
the card you cut
to—without
touching the
deck. Do you
think I can do
this?
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17. Rope Challenge

18. Book Challenge
I’ll bet you can’t touch a
book inside and outside
without opening it!

2 pieces of rope are
tied together, as
above. Can you tie a
bandana between the
2 pieces—without
untying or cutting the
ropes?

Abra-Kid-Abra© 2013 1269
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Solutions 11-20A

19. IDK Band

20. Not Twins?

5 students formed a band
called the IDKers. 4
were from St. Louis, 1
from Chicago. 3 had red
hair, 1 had brown hair,
and 1 was blonde.
Someone asked the
drummer what IDK
stands for. He said "I
don't know". How do
you explain this-shouldn't he know?

Leroy and Clarence are
brothers. They were
born on the same day, in
the same year, to the
same parents. But they
are not twins. How is
this?
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11. He was standing on the
bottom rung!
12. You start with the end cups
mouth up. But you start
Spectator with the end
cups mouth down. He
won’t notice the
difference!
13. Hold the middle in your
mouth. After you tear the 2
off, let middle piece drop.

Solutions 11-20B
16. Turn the deck face up.
Put a face down card on top,
so it looks like a face down
deck. Wherever he cuts,
you’ll see the card!

17.
Tie it between the
untied ends.

18. Open it inside the
bldg, then outdoors.

14. Same forward as backward.
Palindrome.

19. “I Don’t Know”

15. It is daytime!

20. They are triplets!
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Appear/Disappear Prop List
Prop

Bin

Handle White Plastic
Brief Case Cardboard
Victory Cubes
Pad of Paper 1/8 sheet
Made Up Pocket Folder #1
coin toss review game
Fortune Teller Review Game

Circus rm
Circus rm
Circus
Lit C3
Lit D4
Lit E1-11
Lit E1-12

Electric Deck
Phantom Card Chart

Lit D1-26
Lit E2-01

Instructions T-shirt 1089 Trick

Lit E2-02

Chinese Letter Trick
Coin Trio Grid Paper
4 Skit Sheet
Puzzlers-C App 20
Coin Trio Template
Wordle Notebook-C
Bag White
Hat Black Plastic
Bronco Bunny Card
Balloon Pump
Animal Balloon
Suction Cup (double)
Vanishing Quarter
Coin Saucer
Pennies
Coin Gold (play)
Coin Giant Plastic

Lit E2-03
Lit E2-04
Lit E2-05
Lit E2-06
Lit E2-07
Lit E3

Made Up 5 Wand Bundle

Prop G16

Paddle Coin
Toothpicks
Popsicle Stick
Elastic White
Playing Card Deck
Bandana assorted
Coloring Booklet
Made Up Art Kit
Wand Black Plastic
Ziploc Bag Sandwich
Rope White
Rope Red 50'
Cup Styrofoam 4 oz
Envelope 10X13

Prop H11
Prop I06
Prop I08
Prop K03
Prop K10
Prop M04
Prop N03
Prop R02
Prop S03
Prop S03

Colored Sticker Sheets (lollipop)

Fasteners (box)
Card Stock White

Prize H-03
Prize I-01,J-01
Prize
Prop A03, A04
Prop A05, A06

Prop C01
Prop C05
Prop F04
Prop G08
Prop G10
Prop G11

Prop T01,02,03

Prop U04
Prop V06
Sales
Sales
Sales
Sales

8

7

6

5

4

Camp
Half day

Camp

wk

kids cases
kids cases
Victory Cubes
Various
Various
coin toss game
fortune teller review
Instant magician
Phantom cards
t-shirt trick

Do Kids
Keep?
Y
Y
NO
y
NO
NO
Y
NO
NO
Y

y
y
n
y
y
n
n
n
n
n

y
y
n
y
y
n
n
n
n
n

y
y
n
y
y
n
n
n
n
n

y
y
n
y
y
n
n
n
n
n

y
y
n
y
y
n
n
n
n
n

y
y
y
y
y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

1
1
1
1/case
1
2/case

Pkt Fldr 2
Big tub
Pkt Fldr 2
Pkt Fldr 2
Big tub
Inside Pkt
Big tub
Big tub

Chinese Letter trick
Coin trio
Skits
Puzzlers
Coin trio
Puzzles
Invis ball, bananna bandana
Instant magician

Y
Y
Y
Y
NO
NO
y
NO

y
n
n
N
n
n
y
n

y
n
n
N
n
n
y
n

y
n
n
N
n
n
y
n

Y
n
N
N
n
n
y
n

Y
N
N
N
N
N
y
n

y
N
Y
y
y
y
Y
y

y
y
y
y
Y
Y
Y
Y

1
10/case
1 bag– 250
1
1
1
7
6
1
1/case
1
1 box
1
1
1
1
1
1/case

Big tub
Inside Pkt
Inside Pkt
Big tub
Big tub
Big tub
Big tub
Big tub
Big tub
Inside Pkt
Big tub
Big tub
Big tub
Big tub
Big Tub
Big Tub
Big tub
Loose

Bronco Bunny
animal balloons
animal balloons
Suction gag
Vanishing quarter
Coins across
7 penny trick
Coin trio
Bandana bonanza
wand ladder
Paddle coin
puzzlers
Popsicle trick
Coin trio
Card tricks
Hank tricks
Coloring booklet
Various

Y
NO
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
NO
Y
y9
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
NO

y
n
n
y
y
n
y
n
y
y
y
n
n
n
y
y
y
y

y
n
n
y
n
n
y
n
n
y
y
n
n
n
y
n
y
y

y
n
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
y
y
n
n
n
y
n
y
y

y
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
n
n
n
n
y
y

y
n
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
y
y
n
n
n
y
n
y
y

n
y
y
y
Y
n
y
n
y
y
y
y
y
n
y
y
y
y

n
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
y
y
y

1
1
one 3'
4 8’ pieces

Inside Pkt
Big tub
Big tub
Big tub

graduation wands
bananna bandana

3/case
1 set of 4
1 box/case
1

Inside Pkt
Big tub
Big tub
Pkt Fldr 2

y
y
Y
NO
NO
NO
Y
Y
Y

y
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
y

y
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
y

y
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
y

y
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
y

y
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
y

y
n
y
y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

y
y
y
y
Y
y
Y
y
y

#/Child
1
1
1/case
1
1/case
4/case
1
2/case
1/case
1
1
1

Storage

Trick

Big Tub
separate
separate
Big tub
Loose
Pkt Fldr 2
Pkt Fldr 2
Big tub
Pkt Fldr 2
Big tub

Double trouble ropes
Puzzlers
turn in evals, store,roster
Popsicle trick
Coin trio
Mystical tube

wk

wk

wk

wk

fullf day

Art Kit contains: 1) 2 scotch tapes 2) 2 staplers 3) 1 pack of extra staples 4) 2 adult scissors 5) blue tak 6) box of crayons 7) ziplock
sandwich bag full of rubber bands 8) 2 sharpees 9) 2 glue sticks 10) pens-2 boxes 11) fabric crayons (camp) 12) kids scissors (camp).
Pocket Folder 1 contains: 1) a) wand ladder/magic names laminated sheet. b) Newsletter sample laminated. c) presentation skills sheet. 2) Attendance
Roster/Group Store sheet 3) Parent letters 4) blank paper 5) show reminder fliers 6) store forms 7) evaluation sheets 8) a) newsletter forms (1/4 sheet) b)
photo release forms (1/4 sheet) 9) Where go from here sheets 10) Big bills 11) birthday flier w/$25 coupon. 12) camp schedule (spring semester).
Store Demo Case: 1) Store Demo Guide 2) Money Maker 3) Giant Wand 4) Coin Slide (Prop P03) 5) Svengali Deck 6) Life of the Party Gag Set 7) Snapper (Prop C04) 8) 4
Gag Pack 9) Card Magic Kit 10) Universal Deck—52 trick cards 11) Raccoon 12) Novelty Balloon Kit 13) Helicopter Balloon (Prop A02) 14) Penetration Frame 15) Prayer
Vase 16) Zig Zag Kit 17) Zig Zag Rope
Packed by: (print name) _____________________________

Date: ___________
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